Using dBASE III + for Finding Aids and a
ManUSCripts Processing Workflow

DAN LUCKENBILL

The 1984 Olympic games in Los Angeles united the town in a mood of friendship
and enjoyment that it has seldom known. When the wek'Oming banners came down,
the city returned to its workaday mood. The banners were sold, but the records of the
Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee came to UCLA's Department of Special
Collections in 1986. With thousands of photographs and hundreds of file drawers,
videotapes, cassettes, and boxes of clippings, this was simply another processor's
nightmare. The department, though, had begun to use personal computers and
dBASE III+ software for processing manuscript collections. Funds received with the
records made it possible to hire more student assistants. The processors had more
time than usual to plan and experiment with dBASE to produce custom deSCription
products.
Processing also requires time-consuming products not related to description,
such as gift acknowledgments, monthly and annual statistics, inventories of archival
supplies used, and notes of hours worked. Processors looked forward to dBASE's
mathematical functions, which could be used easily to generate statistics for planning
and reports. After all, its business applications were its selling point.
Description products had to be given priority. Experiments using dBASE to
process manuscript mllections at UCLA before the Olympic Committee records
made the processors aware of the limitations of using this software to produce finding
aids. Initial excitement dwindled when its many report form and label format
limitations were fully understood. This seems to have been the experience of other
special collections units at UCLA and elsewhere. The layout of the report form is
particularly inelegant, and it is confUSing to readers when long. Box numbers keep
repeating, but a grouped series or subseries heading prints only once, even if
continuing for many pages. In the report form, there is difficulty in combining
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database fields-for example, folder title, dates, and item count-to provide more
than a brief folder description. Aware of these and other difficulties, but faced with
the bulk of the Olympic records, the processors determined to make dBASE work for
them.
The manuscripts processors first set about to solve the deSCription format
problems noted above. The department's administrative assistant had some knowledge of dBASE programming. The processors created a database for the OlympiC
Committee records which would provide folder headings, dates, and item counts
when necessary for all segments of the enormous collection. This made the production of printed products easier, since the programs would have to account for fewer
variations in formatting information. The administrative assistant and the processors
worked together to produce from the database with no further editing two of the most
time-consuming processing products: 30,000 folder labels and a 1,000-page finding
aid. A separate program printed the 1,500 box labels. The problems solved included
appropriate word-wrapping for the limited combination of fields noted above. For
clarity in reading, box and folder numbers do not print except when changed or at the
top of a page. Series and subseries headings print only when changed or at the top of
the page. Folder labels were deSigned to accommodate the fixed length of the fields.
With the OlympiC records processing well under way, there was time to expand
the deSCription programs for use in processing other collections in more detail.
Further programming knowledge enabled the processors to write better finding aid
programs to account for more variations in descriptive information. These prOvide an
almost limitless combination and wrapping of fields (author and title or folder title,
dates, item count, and notes, for example). Notes of varying length can be printed in
whatever format is desired. No text editing is necessary with these programs. The
programs were used for various collections, including several which required 400page finding aids. Having accomplished these description products, the ManUSCripts
Division was back where it had been with manually produced finding aids, but with
the computer's speed. This meant the processors could tum their attention to
products listed earlier that are not related to description.
The present writer conceived a computer workflow: a series of databases and
programs that would provide as many processing products as desired. From the
moment a collection is considered, all notes would go into a system of related
databases. What usually resides handwritten in file folders would be the beginning of
an unbroken computer workflow. All changes or modifications would be made in the
databases. A phone call from a potential donor, for example, would begin this flow,
which would develop as acquisition notes are entered, gifts products are generated,
administrative action is recorded, arid processing corrections are made for cataloging.
The fact that the data could be modified further with slight editing or manipulated
with ever-increasing programming sophistication would make such information
dynamiC in a way that was never before possible.
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The workflow programs would reuse or reformat data for the necessary on-screen
or paper products. With custom display of entry screens, the databases themselves
would serve as worksheets (replacing a conventional accessions register, for example),
prompting for information or showing at a glance what information was lacking. Onscreen prompts for entering information would take the place of explanations in
separate manuals. (Such prompts could be turned off, if preferred, once the task was
learned.) To design the databases and write the necessary programs, all possible
elements and applications of processing information needed to be taken into account.
An analysis of an accessions register shows the complexity of information the
databases must store and the programs must sort. In order to integrate a list of annual
gifts, for example, the database must include material not usually thought of as
accessions, such as gifts of cash. The programs must first distinguish among categories
of acquisition: gift, gift of cash, depOSit, bequest, purchase, or transfer; and then
branch the varying information for each category. For example, is there a deed of gift,
a deed of deposit, a record of bequest, or full purchase information? The entry and
title information must be sophisticated enough to produce a minimum record in
MARC AM C format for varying categories of acquisitions: single manuscript or single
book or collection of manuscripts or collection of books, among many possibilities. As
many variations of entries as possible should be prOvided for, with the ability to enter
by title or by name, with dates and relator terms if necessary.
The computer can now help out. The programs assign accession numbers and
call numbers when appropriate. Information can be viewed at any point in the
workflow, but the accession number is not asSigned until an acquisition arrives. The
call number is asSigned only if the accession is a new collection and not an addition.
If the acquisition is the donor's own papers, the computer can carry over the name
information from the name files, saving data entry time and assuring uniformity.
Devising workflow products required a clear knowledge of the difference
between conventional information storage in a manual workflow and computer
capabilities. In a manual system, information that is necessary for more than one
function and product can be stored in only one place. A conventional accessions form
is an example of one form which fulfills several functions. It records name and address
(address book for donors and vendors), acquisition description (preliminary cataloging data), and action taken (such as a gifts acknowledgment) or to be taken (conservation notes). A new product can be created only by retyping old information and
adding to it. This same process is required to produce all further products. Their
storage, in tum, fragments the sources of information: donor address files, conservation files, gift acknowledgment files.
In a computer workflow, information exists independently in the databases until
the programs format the data into a product: accessions register, gift acknowledgment, news release, or MARC minimum record worksheet. It is important to
distinguish computer products which require extra inputting, even if only a few fields,
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from those which require only a program to reformat stored information into a new
product. No further data entry is necessary to produce, for example, notices of a new
collection to reference staff, shelving staff, other units, or the public. Such forms are
simply acquisition-level information reformatted. The programs add appropriate
form messages for each purpose. The object of a workflow using a computer is to
exploit its capabilities fully: to use its memory and its ability to reuse the same
information in a myriad of ways with its power of repetition.
A file relation links data grouped in separate files of similar information. At
present, there are four main files conceived: name; address and phone number;
acquisition deSCription; and a series of fourth files. Examples of fourth files are: gifts
products and processing management. The gifts file holds a deSCription of a gift to be
used in communicating with the donor, since a cataloging description is not appropriate for this purpose. The fourth files can be related to previous files , but they do not
relate to each other. The date of a gift acknowledgment from the gifts files does not
need to be known by the processors. Staff responsible for gift acknowledgment does
not need to know processing priority or how many or what kind of document boxes
a collection is housed in. This information is kept in the processing management
fourth file (see Figure 1).
A relation set with these files is not always direct in the sense of using information
from all files: 1, 2, 3, 4. A gift acknowledgment card is a product which uses all files:
name(s) from the first file , address(es) from the second, acquisition deSCription from
the third (entry and title for a collection, for example), and administrative information
(when the gift was acknowledged, for example) and description for the donor from
the gifts fourth file. A simple mailing-name and address block for a label-needs
only the first two files. An accessions registerneeds the name file (skipping the second
file, the address file, as described above) and the acquisition description file,
necessitating another link and relation. With these movements through the files,
relations must continually be re-set and often indexes must be re-set. Programming
with dBASE can do this.
New products can be created almost at will, as long as programming knowledge
is adequate. Since all products could not be-and are not-in place or perfected, an
on-screen demonstration was devised to follow a few instances of the processing
workflow. The follOwing description of this demonstration details some of the
administrative, processing, cataloging, and reporting products possible in such a
workflow as a collection moves through the department (see Figure 2).
A contact person calls with knowledge of a potential collection and that person's
name and address are entered into the database if not already there, with the donor's
or vendor's name. The file has begun to serve as an online address book. The title of
the acquisition is entered along with any other information that needs to be recorded
or passed along: biographical note, brief deSCription of the collection, possible restrictions, size of collection, and potential conservation needs. This information-now
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Brief examples of location of infonnation in separate databases. These are not the complete
fields for each database, but afe given here to show how the workflow programs fonnat infonnation
from the databases. dBASE files and field names have a fixed length of 8 characters; therefore, these
are not real file and field names, but explanatory names. Note there arc two fourth files.
1.

Name file
Last name
First name
Code for title (Mr., Mrs., Ms., Professor, etc.)
Code for relation to Department (donor, contact, etc.)

2.

Address file
Street

City
State/country
Zip or other mail code
Code for type of address (home, business, temporary, etc.)
3.

Acquisition file (also includes gifts of cash, etc.)
Accession number
Collection number

Entry last name
Entry first name
Entry dates
Title
Dates of papers, etc.
Extent
Type of acquisition (gift bequest, etc.)
New collection? (YIN)
Acknowledged? (YIN)
Processing priority code

4.

Gifts products file
Code for type of acknowledgment to be sent donor

Date of acknowledgment
Acknowledged by
Description in tenns meaningful to donor or for purposes other than cataloging
4.

Processing management file

Processor(s)
Code for size of boxes (letter, legal, n.t, etc.) used
Processing level code (when accomplished)
Figure 1. Exampks ojfields in cintabases.
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Information from the databases is in italics. Information in brackets is entered by code into the
databases, but prints out as words or phrases from the programs. All other information prints from
the programs.
ACCESSIONS PRODUCTS. File relations set: 1,3
ACCESSIONS LIST AS OF JANUARY 19_
I. Collection 638 [additions]

Chandler, Raymond. Papers, 1948-1950. 2 linear feet.
Gift of: Raymond Chandler
GIFTS ACKNOWLEDGMENT. File relations set: 1,2,3,4 (Gifts products),
MEMO TO: GIFTS DEPARTMENT

Donor's name:

Raymond Chandl!r
6995 Camino de 10 Costa
La Jol/a, CA
Type of acknowledgment: [Regents]
Date: 1956 Jan 6
Acknowledged by: dl
Description: Papers, 1948-1950. An addition to the Raymond C}umdler papers, an
Address:

addition to the Department's holdings in detective fiction, supporting the study of literature
and popular literature about Los Angeles

NEWS RELEASE. This is a simple example of how infonnation previously in the databases is
reformatted (with no additional data entry) by the programs into a completely new product. File
used: 3
FORlMMEDIATERELEASE
TO: CAMPUS PUBLICITY
The Department of Special Collections, UCLA Research Library has just received the
following important material:
An addition to the Raymond Chandler papers, supporting the study of literature and
popular literature about Los Angeles
PROCESSING STATISTICS. File relations set: 3,4 (Processing management)
INTERIM REPORT OF SUPPLIES USED IN PROCESSING

[Document (legal) boxes:] 2
[Document (letter) boxes:] 2
ANNUAL REPORT INFORMATION. File relations set: 1,3,4 (Processing management file)
ANNUAL PROCESSING REPORT BY LEVEL OF PROCESSING. A grouping of
accession / MARC AMC minimum record infonnation in a new fonnat.
(1. Item level processing]

Chandler, Raymond. Papers, 1948-1950. 4 boxes.
Figure 2. Sample products from programs.
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data in a database-can be modified later with little difficulty. The date functions of
dBASE can provide a reminder after a designated time has elapsed between entry
and action, whereas a note filed away (most likely not filed away!) would lie there until
thought of again. This information can be viewed on-screen in an accessions format,
even before arrival. Notes for planning instructions can be produced. A note to the
processing staff could state, for example: On [date] a [collection] is arriving and you
will need to plan for its housing and assistance for boxing and processing. No further
entry is necessary to format this information from pre-accessions data with a form
message. The date function can provide a reminder for processors, too.
When the collection arrives, gifts products are generated and the collection is
accessioned, using the most complex of the programs outlined above. A revised notice
to the processors can designate priority and thus open the processing administration
fourth file.
From the accessions data, processors pick up collection-level description and
notes, such as restrictions, and further modify this information for necessary cataloging data. Although the production of box labels, folder labels, and finding aids is an
adjunct of the workflow, certain information is not: collection number and entry
(name or title). These can be reused from the acquisitions database to produce page
headers or title-page information for the finding aids. Finding aid and cataloging
information (summary note and biographical note) can be programmed into products available for news releases, as well as the more obvious uses of this information
for cataloging records and introductions to finding aids.
With the addition of processing-level information and a correction to the original
estimate of size (actual linear feet processed), an annual report emerges almost
effortlessly. Since it comes from the database, there is no need for a new compilation
to be typed. It is simply another small addition to and reformatting of the accessions
and processing data.
Since beginning to learn programming for custom description products four
years ago, processors have gained confidence in their abilities to create new products.
All finding aids are now produced from dBASE. Standards are being set for databases
and programs which will format finding aids for all levels of processing: box, folder
(various descriptions of contents), and item. Processors have begun to use file
relations to produce finding aids. Programming skills have been extended to facilitate
these advances.
The use of the workflow programs is in the experimental stage. Some products
can be achieved easily with present knowledge. Some products, such as those
necessitating the use of file relations, take a great deal of time. The writing of
programs is one of many tasks assigned a priority in the manuscripts division. Since
the programs are conceived and developed as a part of a series, there is a sense of
accomplishment when new programs create new products.
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It is difficult to estimate time saved using these programs. Experimentation has
been undertaken with large and difficult collections, simply to get them done.
Students have taken easily to the computer and need little supervision once started
on a project. Most have learned how to solve minor difficulties themselves. New staff
members seem to get basic processing done more quickly and with less training and
supervision. Since programs format the information, training in creating or modifYing
formats can be left until processors are fully trained in other aspects of the position.
Any product achieved for the manuscripts division which can be shared within
the unit or between units is also an institutional savings. More accurate notices to
shelving staff of when collections are to arrive, for example, should make planning and
work more efficient. The programs can be used by other special collection units, as
well. Achieving a solution for gifts acknowledgment products provides that solution
to all other UCLA units. Other units have benefited from the finding aids programs
in designing databases and programs. A library school student used them to format
processing of a Theater Arts Library collection as part of the final degree requirements.
The sequence of workflow has not changed. The products still lead to creating a
MARC record, which refers users to finding aids, just as a card in the catalog did in
the past. Greater emphasis is placed on recording information and standardizing procedures even before accessions, beginning with notes to the files on potential donors
and acquisitions. If this information is uniform and as complete as possible, data is
available immediately to processors. Some products, such as news releases, can be
created immediately. With this information on potential acquisitions or collections
about to arrive, planning schedules for processing should be more accurate and better
coordinated with other tasks, such as reference and exhibits, that often form part of
a manuscript division's work.
The experience with designing these databases and programs has led to the use
of dBASE in functional areas outside processing, but related to the work of most
manuscripts units. DeSCriptions of exhibit items can be entered once into dBASE to
produce at least two products: captions for the cases and text for a publication. A
biographical-bibliographical record of staff activities can be integrated into an annual
report by using dBASE.
These programs return the flow back to the beginning: such a system is a
demonstration of efficiency to potential donors, giving them confidence in the department and the institution. While the processing staff was struggling to learn highlevel programming language for dBASE, it seemed that the sense of involvement in
the processing from beginning to end might be lost. There was concern that outside
programmers would have to be hired. So far that has not been the case. No matter
what a vendor software package can offer, it can neverrespond quickly to change, and
one would seldom-if ever-have control of such software for additional custom
products. The creativity of the processors is rewarded by leaving the development of
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processing products with them, and not an outside consultant or vendor. Processors
themselves have the satisfaction of a job well done.

Note: The author wishes to acknowledge the following individuals for their help
in creating workflow programs: Kelly Stack, formerly with the UCLA Library Administrative Office, who taught the in-house basic programming and file relations classes;
Elizabeth Sandoz, formerly Special Collections administrative assistant, who wrote
the initial programs for the Olympic records processing; and, above all, Lilace
Hatayama, Senior Manuscripts Processor, who helped to design the database and
programs for the OlympiC records and to make all subsequent products increasingly
sophisticated.
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